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or orthodoxy is of any use without this suffi
cient sovereign saving: grace,
''lormons, or Latter day Saints one of the very
numerous American religious sects founded in
1830 by Joseph Smith the son of a \ennont
farmer who as a youth had been influenced by
a local religions revival though confused by
the conflicttar beliefs of the various denomma
tions He said that while praying for guidance
he had been confronted by two heavenly meg
sengers who forbade him to join any existing
church but prepare to become the prophet of a
new one Soon ma genes of visions lie was told
of a revelation written on golden plates con
cealed in a nearby hillside These he unearthed
in 1827 and with the help of Urim and Thum
miTn. translated the reformed Egyptian
characters mto English Described as the
BooL of Mormon this was published m 1830
and at the same time a little church of those
few who accepted Ms testimony was founded
m Fayette NY In addition the first of
Joseph Smiths miracles —the casting out
of a devil—was performed The Book of Mor
mm purports to be a record of early American
history and religion the American Indiana
being Identified as the ten Lost Tribes of Israel
whose fate has never failed to attract the
attention of those who prefer myth to fact (cf
British Israelites) Jesus Christ is alleged to
have appeajred in America after His ascension
let Smith s eloquence was able to influence
anite educated people including Sidney Bigdon
with whom he went into buKiness for a time
Doctnne and Covenants is the title of another
book dealing with the revelations Smith claimed
to have received. Soon the sect was in trouble
with the community both because its members
insisted on describing themselves as the Chosen
People and others aa Gentiles and because they
took part in politics voting as Smith ordered,
them to Smith was constantly in trouble with
the police Therefore they were turned out from
one city after another until they found them
selves a dwelling place at NauTOO Illinois on
the Mississippi
That would probably have been the end of
the story had not Smith been murdered in 1844
and thereby made to appear a martyr and had
there not appeared Brieham Young a quite
extraordinary leader who stamped out warring
factions and drove out the recalcitrant "While
persecutions continued Bngham Young an
nouneed that it had been revealed that he must
lead the faithful to Salt Lake then outside the
area of the United States There followed the
famous trek of more than a thousand miles
across desert country m which he led the way
reaching his journey e end in the forbidding
\alley of the Great Salt Lake on 24 July 1847
By 1851 SO 000 Mormons had reached the
Promised Land. Here they held then* own m
a hostile environment and under the practical
genius of then- leader carried through a vast
irrigation scheme and built Salt Lake City
which stfll serves as the headquarters of their
sect In 1850 their pioneer settlement was
made Utah TerrJtory and in 1890 incorporated
in the Union The ehurch was strictly ruled
by its leader who also looked after affairs of
state for thirty years until his death In 1877
Polygamy although opposed by some Mor
mons and only sanctioned by Brigham Young
when Salt Lake City had been built, is the
best known of Mormon doctrines It brought
the sect into much disrepute and was renounced
in 1890 Mormons are millenarians believing
that some tune Christ will appear and rule for
a thousand years
There are two orders of priests or leaders
the MJelcMzedeks or higher order include the
apostles or ruling elders and the high priest
the Aaronie priesthood or lower order attends
to the temporal affairs of the church as the
Melcblzedeks attend to the- spiritual   Members
abstain from alcohol tobacco coffee and tea.
The church lays stress on the importance of
revelation through visions, on education to meet
the social, spiritual  and cultural needs of its
members, and on community welfare    frfem
bers of the Church of Jesus Christ of Xatter-day
Saints now number over two million in con
gregatioDS throughout the- world.
 The Reorganised Church, of Jesus Cnnst of
Latter day feamta with its headquarters at
Independence Missouri has been separate and
distinct since 1852
Muggletoaians one of the many sects which arose
during tits Commonwealth but unlike most of
the others (Levellers to v) Diggers (q t> Fifth.
Monarchy Men and the HiUemrians) which
tended to have a strongly political aspect tins
was purely religious. Founded by two journey
men tailors Lodowick Muggleton and John
Eeeve who interpreted the Book of Bevelation
in then: own peculiar way it was decided that
Beeve represented Moses and Muggleton
Aaron They also believed that tie lather
not the Son had died on the cross (an anciea*
heresy) but added the strange statement that
He left Elijah m control during His penod on
earth Rejecting the doctrine of the Trinity
they also asserted that God has a human body
Nevertheless for a tune they had a la-ge
number of followers
Mysticism, a religious attitude which concerns
iteelf with direct relationship with. God
reality as contrasted with appearance or the
ultimate m one form or another All the
higher religions have had then mystics who have
not always been regarded without suspicion by
their more orthodox members and aa Bertrand
Kussell points out there has been a remarkable
unity of opinion among mystics which almost
transcends their religious differences Thus
characteristic of the mystical experience in
general have been the following features (1)
a belief in insight aa opposed to analytical
knowledge which is accompanied in the actual
experience by the sense of a mystery unveiled,
a bidden wisdom become certain beyond the
possibility of doubt this is often preceded by a
period of utter hopelessness and isolation tie
scribed as the dark night of the soul (2) a
belief in unity and a refusal to admit opposition
or division anywhere tnfa sometimes appears
in the form of what seem to be contradictory
statements the way up and the way down is
one and the same (Herachtus) There is no
distinction between subject and object the act
of perception and the thmg perceived (S) a
denial of the reality of time since if all is one
the distmctioa of past and future must be
illusory <4) a denial of the reality of evil (which
does not maintain e.g., that cruelty is good but
that it does not exist m the world of reality as
opposed to the world of phantoms from which
we are liberated by the insight of the vision)
Amonff the great mystica have been Meister
Bckhart and Jakob Boehme the German re
llgious mystics of the 13th and Wtb. cent
respectively Aeharya Sankara of India and St.
Theresa and St John of the Cross of Spain
Mystical movements within the great religions
have been the Zen toft)) movement wittun
Buddhism Taoism in China the Caballsts and
Hasldim m Judaism the Sufis within
some of the Quakers within Christianity
Mystery Religions.   See OrpMsm,
N
Natural Law the specifically Roman Catholic
doctrine that there is a natural moral law ir
respective of tune and place, which man can
know through his own reason. Originally a
product of early rational philosophy the
Christian form of the doctrine is basically due
to St. Thomas Aquinas who defined natural few
in relation to eternal law holding that the
eternal tew is God s reason which govern the
relations of all thmgs in the universe to each
other Ifre natural law is that part of the
eternal taw which relates to man s behaviour
Catholic natural law assumes that the huro&n
reason is capable of deriving ultimate rules for
right behaviour ranee there are in man and his
institutions certain stable structures produced
by Gods reason which mans reason can know
to be correct and true. Thus, toe basis of
marriage, property the state and the contents
of justice are held to be available to mans
natural reason. The rates of positive morality

